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a b s t r a c t 

Established control room systems in processing industry are prone to overload operators during severe 

plant upsets. Automatic diagnostic assistants can assist operators in high load situations, but the system 

needs to be aware of configuration changes. 

Standard Operating Procedures detail when and how the plant configuration is to be changed. Tracking 

the correct execution of a procedure is relevant to both, detecting errors during procedure execution and 

adapting diagnostic models. However, plant operators tend to deviate from the prescribed procedures. 

Therefore, the reference for correct procedure execution needs to be established from the procedure doc- 

umentation but also capturing operator habits. 

We describe methods for representing documented procedures and validating the procedures against log 

files of the control system. We propose a fast approach of detecting procedure executions and action sets 

associated with procedure steps. The presented methods are demonstrated in an industrial case study of 

a filtration system. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Alarm systems are the primary interface for human operators

n industrial plants in case of abnormal situations, where an alarm

s intended to draw operators’ attention to deviations requiring

n immediate response ( ISA International Society of Automation,

009 ). And yet poorly managed alarms can cause severe operator

verload and have been identified as the cause for a number of

arge accidents across different industry domains ( Goel et al., 2017;

ang et al., 2016 ). 

Developing operator support systems that provide less informa-

ion with more meaningful context can alleviate the mental strain

hese situations have on operators. This work contributes to the ef-

ort of facilitating a comprehensive operator support system based

n causal models ( Kirchhübel et al., 2019 ), which requires that

he model for diagnosis matches the current plant configuration.

 configuration is a distinct physical setup and control structure

n terms of active sub-systems and process streams in the plant.

he majority of changes to the plant configuration are related to

ell documented procedures, such as start-up or maintenance op-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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rations ( Quiñones-Grueiro et al., 2019 ), which could be used to

rack the correct plant configuration. Abdallah et al. (2018) demon-

trated how known sequences of events can be used to select

he model corresponding to the expected configuration. However,

tudies across industry domains have shown that operators may

eviate from the documented procedures for a number of rea-

ons such as convenience, or different judgement of the situation

 Kanse et al., 2018 ). Because the way a procedure is executed may

ot always comply with the documented procedure, it is relevant

o establish a procedure model for the normal procedure execution

y additional means. 

The supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA)

rovides comprehensive records of occurred alarms and actions

aken on the plant ( Bezerra et al., 2019 ). Many methods have

een proposed to analyse this data, especially in the context of

larm management ( Wang et al., 2016 ). Equally many approaches

oncern the representation and synthesis of operating procedures

 Song et al., 2020; Chen and Chang, 2019; Abdallah et al., 2018;

iswanathan et al., 1998 ). Combining these two concepts has re-

eived far less attention though: For instance ( Mo et al., 2007 )

uggest training neural networks based on simulated executions

f computerised procedures and applying these networks for on-

ine evaluation of operator actions. However, outside the nuclear
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. Example automaton of an operation procedure. Procedures leading back to 

their starting state are typical for maintenance operations. 
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industry computerised procedures, let alone exhaustive simulators

are far from wide spread ( Venkatasubramanian, 2019 ). Instead pro-

cedure documentation and operational reality often diverge. To in-

tegrate operating procedures into an intelligent operator support

system these two domains need to be reconciled. 

We propose a novel two step approach to identifying execu-

tions of a given operating procedure from SCADA data and subse-

quently determining the reference model of normal procedure ex-

ecution from the combination of documented procedure steps and

observed procedure executions. We present a formalism for repre-

senting operation procedures. By using data logged from SCADA,

the representation can be refined and attributed with reference

constraints for normal execution, enabling on-line diagnosis of the

procedure execution. The presented industrial case study demon-

strates the merit of validating the operating procedure against ex-

isting event logs. 

In the following section a brief review of approaches to reduc-

ing operator overloading and tracking plant configurations is pre-

sented. Then the representation of operating procedures, related

methods of mode-dependent alarms and sequence alignment, as

well as the proposed methods for identifying and analysing pro-

cedure executions are outlined. The industrial case study is then

introduced and its results are presented and discussed. Finally, the

validity of the proposed method and the advantage for a rapid de-

ployment of advanced support systems are summarised. 

2. Background 

In processing industry, control rooms rely on alarms to di-

rect operators’ attention to urgent situations in the plant, but

can easily overload operators with a large number of concur-

rent alarms. In consequence, guidelines and indicators for suc-

cessful alarm management have been developed by industry.

Norms published by the ISA (International Society of Automa-

tion) (2009) and IEC (International Electrotechnical Comission)

(2014) complemented by guidelines and best practice handbooks

such as EEMUA (Engineering Equipment Materials Users’ Associ-

ation) (2013) ; Rothenberg (2009) ; Hollifield and Habibi (2006) ,

highlight the industrial relevance of alarm management. Studies

have shown the effectiveness of rigorously implemented alarm

management ( Soares et al., 2016 ). 

The most crucial failures of alarm systems are alarm floods that

overwhelm the operator with a large number of nearly simultane-

ous alarms. The multitude of information frequently leads the op-

erators to start treating symptoms while missing out on the root

causes ( Hollnagel, 2002 ). A range of approaches to handle alarm

floods have been proposed, with a dominant trend of employing

data analysis methods. The common methods include sequence

matching ( Lai and Chen, 2017 ), analysis of temporal dependence

( Folmer et al., 2014 ), and on-line classification as binary sequences

( Lucke et al., 2019; Shang and Chen, 2019 ). In addition, plant con-

nectivity and causality measures have been proposed as the ba-

sis for causal analysis of the plant ( Abele et al., 2013; Hu et al.,

2017b ). Once a causal structure of the plant is established, con-

sequential alarms can be suppressed to help operators focus on

the alarms associated with root causes ( Larsson et al., 2007; Wang

et al., 2015 ). Given that a plant or systems experiences recurring

abnormal situations and consequently a number of widely simi-

lar alarm floods, data based methods provide a good tool for ex-

amination and interpretation by process experts ( Hu et al., 2018 ).

Zhou et al. (2019) propose a method to facilitate the transfer of

the knowledge embedded in this data between similar processes.

However, new faults arising, due to the age of the plant or spe-

cific environmental conditions for instance, will not be captured by

purely data-based solutions, while causal analysis can still provide

insights in these situations. 
Since plants frequently operate in more than one configura-

ion ( Quiñones-Grueiro et al., 2019 ), these causal models need to

dapt to account for different plant configurations in the same

anner as Beebe et al. (2013) have identified the need to dy-

amically manage alarm configurations. Abdallah et al. (2018) have

resented an approach for a diagnostic system where the un-

erlying model is adjusted based on discrete control system

vents that can be tracked by an automaton describing the tran-

itions between diagnosis models. At a design stage, the combi-

ation of automata of sub-systems can serve to synthesize oper-

ting procedures based on combined event sequences ( Chen and

hang, 2019 ). In the context of fault detection and isolation,

uiñones-Grueiro et al. (2019) summarize a variety of approaches

or tracking the current configuration of the system. Most of the

resented approaches use one model per configuration and detect

he current configuration as the best matching between observa-

ions and model ( Quiñones-Grueiro et al., 2019 ). The alternative

pproach is to track the system transitions and determine the cur-

ent configuration based on the combination of individual variable

ransitions ( Srinivasan et al., 2005 ). At a plant wide level, transition

nformation such as opening and closing of valves is readily avail-

ble from SCADA. Logically, a procedure-tracking approach based

n transitions at supervisory level can be based on available SCADA

vents. 

. Methods 

This section details the relevant methods for representing op-

rating procedures, determining triggering alarms, and identifying

he execution sequence from data. Then we propose methods for

etecting candidates for the execution of a specific procedure as

ell as a fast analysis method to validate the execution from avail-

ble log files. 

.1. Representing operating procedures 

Operating procedures are an essential part of plant operation,

s they ensure a consistent execution and high quality and safety

f operation ( EPA, 2007 ). In emergency situations as well as during

ransients in operation, like start-up or shutdown, operation proce-

ures define the sequence of actions and expected outcome in the

ystem. These procedures are implemented in the automatic con-

rol system or executed by human operators. Operating procedures

re thoroughly documented in terms of the specific steps and the

iming or thresholds between each step to the extent of integrating

omputerised procedures with the operator interface. The steps of

n operating procedure correspond to state transitions of the plant

nd can thus be represented as a finite state machine or automa-

on notation. 
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Fig. 2. Sequential Function Chart of the example operation procedure. 

Fig. 3. Example event log with occurrence candidates. 

Fig. 4. Matrix repersentation of the log with detected transition occurrences (gray 

boxes) and end of procedure indicator (dashed box) highlighted. 

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the procedure representation and validation against alarm 

and event logs. 
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In an automaton notation each state corresponds to the cur-

ent configuration and settings of the plant. Transitions are charac-

erised by a condition and by the set of changes made to the plant.

ach transition T = { c, A } describes the necessary condition c to

xecute the step and the set of actions A associated with the tran-

ition. One specific operation procedure to move the plant from

peration point O i to another operation point O j is represented

y a valid trace in the automaton ( Lunze, 2004 ). The trace will

ormally contain a number of intermediate states s 1 , . . . , s n . Like

he operation points, these states are characterised by the config-

ration of valves and set points of the controllers throughout the

lant. The condition to initiate the procedure by triggering transi-

ion T O i ,s 1 may be tied to a complex condition, such as a combi-

ation of multiple process variables exceeding pre-defined thresh-

lds. In the interest of reliability in a stressful situation for the op-

rator all following transitions T s k ,s k +1 
are commonly conditioned

n a time constraint or the behaviour of an individual process vari-

ble. Chen and Chang (2019) utilise the relation between automata

hat can be used for simulation, and Sequential Function Chart

SFC), which are applied for procedure representation in industrial
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Fig. 6. Flow sheet of the studied filter unit. The direction of the main pipes (thick lines) refers to the normal configuration while in operation. The flow through FCV3 is 

reversed during back-washing. High differential pressure alarm PDAH provides an indication for filter clogging and the need to back-wash. PDAH is associated with a high 

δp measurement of PDT. 

Fig. 7. Automaton of the filter unit. Edges are labelled with the conditions before the transition occurs (above/right) and the transition name (below/left). Conditions are 

either the time spent in the proceeding state or a specific measurement like the flow Q measured by the flow meter FT or the differential pressure δp measured by PDT. 
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automation systems. The automaton representation and equivalent

SFC of a procedure are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . 

3.2. Alarm dependent procedures 

Standard operating procedures are defined for a specific plant

situation, in the case of safety procedures a specific set of alarms

could require the operator to shut down the affected part of the

plant or start-up specific auxiliary systems. In a system with re-

dundant installations, an alarm on one of the redundant systems

could require to switch over to other parallel branches and perform

maintenance on the affected system. Hence, alarms could serve as
ndicators for start of a procedure execution indicated by the tran-

ition T O i ,s 1 . 

According to the association rule discovery proposed by Hu et

l. (2018) a procedure can be considered to be alarm dependent

ased on two conditions: The procedure is executed frequently

nough to be statistically relevant and the probability of the initial

ransition following the respective alarm is close to 1. The discov-

ry method is applied to identify the set of alarms x i that trigger

 specific procedure execution y i . The nomenclature of the condi-

ions is adapted from Hu et al. (2018) as follows. The number of

rocedure executions ξ exceeds the user-defined threshold F th and
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Fig. 8. Pairwise similarity scores and sequence length. The sequence length is the number of events recorded for the filtration system during the procedure execution. 

The sequences are clustered according to highest similarity scores determined by complete sequence alignment. The sequence length illustrates a correlation between high 

similarity scores and similar sequence length. 
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he approximated probability ˆ p (y i | x i ) of the initial transition oc-

urring after the alarm is 1 or close to 1. 

(x i → y i ) ≥ F th (1)

ˆ p ( y i | x i ) = 

ξ ( x i → y i ) 

ξ ( x i ) 
� 1 (2) 

he time window W th determining whether an occurrence of x i is

ollowed by y i should be set sufficiently large to account for the

perator’s reaction time. Furthermore, for the alarm to be a reli-

ble precursor for the specific procedure execution, the procedure
hould only be executed if the alarm occurred, introducing the ad-

itional constraint that, effectively, the number of occurrences of

he alarm and the procedure execution match ξ ( x i ) ≈ ξ ( y i ). 

.3. Sequence alignment 

Besides the start of a procedure, it is desirable to diagnose the

ntermediate execution steps of the procedure. To identify the nor-

al execution the recorded data from the alarm and event logs

re considered as reference. Considering each procedure execution

s a sequence of events in the SCADA system, all sequences for the
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Fig. 9. Occurrences of transition sequences for back-washing during the case study period. 

Fig. 10. Reduced automaton derived from the data analysis. 
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procedure can be aligned to provide a reference for the events and

conditions related to the procedure. 

Sequence alignment has been proposed to identify occurrences

of similar alarm floods as a method for situation assessment dur-

ing alarm flood incidents ( Lai and Chen, 2017 ). Sequence alignment

enables multiple aspects of the analysis: New sequences can be

compared in similarity to known sequences as a basis for classif-

cation. Additionally, given a group of similar sequences, their com-

mon events and respective timings can be used as features for clas-

sification of new sequence observations. The method proposed by

Lai and Chen (2017) is based on dynamic programming for optimal

alignment of multiple sequences. For n sequences of similar length

M the complexity is estimated as O(n · M 

2 ) . 

A sequence is considered as a set of tuples ( e k , t i ), where k ∈
{ 1 .K} , i ∈ { 1 .M} , where K is the number of event types and M is

the number of events occured in the sequence. First the sequence

is represented as a K × M time distance matrix representing the

time span d ik between the event i assigned to the column and the

event type k represented by each row. A weighing function is then

applied to the time distance matrix: 

w ik = exp 

(
− d 2 

ik 

2 σ

)

where σ can be chosen to blur the order of the event by con-

sidering close-by matches in terms of timing as well ( Lai and

Chen, 2017 ). 
While the similarity of sequences for an operating procedure

hould be considered a given, the common sequence alignment

an be used to refine the reference for the sequence. Potentially

he sequences reveal additional events whose correlation with the

equence is not obvious from plant documentations but can be

sed for diagnosis. A draw-back of a complete sequence align-

ent approach like this one is the analysis complexity of find-

ng the total alignment of a large number of procedure executions.

uo et al. (2017) propose a simple matching based on a sliding

indow around the time projection of one sequence onto the other

o determine the likelyhood of two sequences to match. However,

o establish a reference pattern for a procedure the actual align-

ent is most relevant. 

.4. Execution detection 

In order to identify the sequences representing a procedure,

ime windows with the known plant action can be detected in

he log files based on the expected events, such as valve open-

lose signals. The events are analysed in a matrix representation

here each row corresponds to a time instance and the columns

epresent the relevant logged events. The occurrence of an event

t a specific time is marked by 1 while all other elements are 0. A

ransition log is compiled from the event sets associated with the

espective transitions, corresponding to procedure steps. To dis-

inguish the procedure steps from isolated manipulations a slid-
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Fig. 11. Total sequence alignment of a random sample of 50 sequences of 

back-washing with air scouring. Times in minutes, seconds, and milliseconds 

(”mm:ss.0 0 0”) reflect the average relative to the start of the procedure execution. 
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Table 1 

Configuration transitions of an individual filter unit. The actions correspond to valve 

signals reported by the SCADA system. 

Transition Action set 

s FCV3:Off

a0 CV1:Off, CV4:Off, CV6:On, CV8:On 

a1 CV3:On, CV6:Off, CV14:Off, CV5:On, CV17A:On, CV17B:Off

a2 CV17A:Off, CV17B:On 

ab CV8:Off, CV7:On, CV11:On 

b CV1:Off, CV4:Off, CV14:Off, FCV3:On, CV5:On, CV7:On, CV11:On 

c0 FCV3:Off, CV11:Off

c1 CV5:Off, CV7:Off

c2 CV1:On, CV5:On, CV14:On, FCV3:On 

c3 FCV3:Off

c4 CV5:Off, CV4:On, CV3:On 

t  

c  

d  

e  

A  

c  

t  

o  

t  

c

3
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q  
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ng window of size W th needs to contain an occurrence of every

vent in the set. This is illustrated by the first event a 1 in Fig. 3 .

o additionally account for undocumented changes to the actual

mplementation of the procedure, this constraint is relaxed so that

ll instances where the window contains the maximum number

f events associated with the transition are considered as occur-

ences. 

Given this transition log, identification of the procedure ex-

cutions is a matter of finding all sequences where the transi-

ions occur in order, or at least the majority of the procedure

xecution matches. If all transitions of the procedure are associ-

ted with time conditions, the documented procedure can directly

e interpreted as sequence and all potential executions are de-

ectable by a sequence projection onto the transition log as used

y Guo et al. (2017) . More generally, the procedure is considered to

e delimited by its first and last transition. Consequently, all time

indows contained between a detection of the first and last tran-

ition are considered execution candidates. If the first or last tran-

ition consist of only one action, the sequence of the first or last
wo transitions respectively determines the limits of an execution

andidate, to maintain the distinction from individual actions. Ad-

itionally, missing start or end identifiers can be substituted by an

xpected execution time to perform analysis of faulty executions.

lternatively, the candidates can be discarded as incomplete exe-

utions. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show a log file and the respective detec-

ion windows for transition candidates. Since T s 3 ,O 1 only contains

ne event in the considered automaton shown in Fig. 1 , the last

wo transitions mark the end of an execution candidate to avoid

onfusion with isolated events. 

.5. Fast sequence analysis 

Once the execution candidates are determined, the sequence of

ransitions during within each execution can be identified. This se-

uence of transitions is called a trace in the automaton and is rep-

esented by a directed path in the automaton graph. Assuming an

ccurate documentation, the trace occurring most frequently re-

embles the correct procedure execution. Other traces might be

elated to manual operations or could hint toward common mis-

akes if they appear in significant numbers. These other traces will

ot correspond to consistent paths in the automaton, and require

he adaptation of the automaton representation if they are found

o accurately reflect the procedure execution. 

The complete analysis for representing a procedure as an au-

omaton validated by logged data is outlined in Fig. 5 . First the

ocumented procedure is represented as an automaton with the

xpected sequence of transitions and the action sets correspond-

ng to each transition. Based on the established transition sets, the

vent and alarm log from SCADA for a reference period is trans-

ormed into a transition log as shown in Fig. 4 . Procedure exe-

ution candidates can then be identified by corresponding pairs

f the start and end transitions as described in the previous sec-

ion. For each execution candidate the trace is identified from the

imed sequence of the occurring transitions and classes of identical

races are determined. Subsequently, the automaton structure and

vent sets per transition can be refined using the relevant classes

f traces. Finally, the reference statistic for the transition execu-

ions can be determined from the occurrences within each class. 

. Industrial case study 

As a case study we investigate the automatic back-washing

odes of a sea-water fine filter unit, shown in Fig. 6 . The filtration

ystem consists of four parallel fine filter units, three of which are

lways in operation, while one may be back-washed. The sequence

f valve operations is outlined in Table 1 and Fig. 7 . These oper-

tions can be executed in two different procedures, leading either

rom normal operation to air scouring or directly to back-washing

ith water. 
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Table 2 

Summary of Transition log, cor- 

responding alarm and resulting 

sequence candidate. 

Event Occurrences 

s 3447 

a0 974 

a1 963 

a2 3841 

ab 973 

b 41 

c0 1027 

c1 10 

c2 1014 ∗

c3 3447 

c4 1009 

DP alarm 1733 1 

Start 1009 2 

∗ CV5:Off never detected 
1 high differential pressure 
2 (s,a0) and (s,b) sequences 
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The operations manual states that air scouring only has to be

used in rare cases, when the filter is severely clogged. Normally,

the filter is back-washed with water when the differential pressure

exceeds a preset threshold or at least once a day. 

In the case study the proposed sequence identification is ap-

plied to detect sequence candidates. The sequences are then anal-

ysed in terms of alarm dependency using the presented pattern

mining approach and the proposed fast sequence analysis is used

to determine the reference automaton for normal execution which

is evaluated for its completeness by multiple sequence alignment. 

Identifying the documented transitions with window size T th =
30 s from the alarm and event log generated by the SCADA sys-

tem, the transition log and sequence candidates were established.

Table 2 summarises the transition log. The two paths in the au-

tomaton are marked by the combinations (s, a0) and (s, b) as start

of a sequence candidate, while any occurrence of c4 terminates a

sequence candidate. Since the respective high differential pressure

alarm occurred over 70% more often than the procedure was exe-

cuted, the conditional probability can never approach 1. This dis-

crepancy was likely caused by the additional logic restricting back-

washing operation to only one out of four parallel units. Therefore,

this sequence could not be reliably related with the alarm occur-

rence. 

According to the operations manual the transitions conditioned

with the flow measurement Q = 0 could be equivalent to waiting

up to 3min in the proceeding state. However, the data analysis re-

vealed these transitions to consistently occur within 20s after the

preceding transition. This period is within the chosen detection in-

terval for the action set of the same transition. Thus the combina-

tions (s, a0), (s, b), and (c3, c4) were considered as complete tran-

sitions leading to the reduced automaton shown in Fig. 10 . Further-

more, transition c1 is rarely detected and no complete occurrences

of c2 were found in the analysed log files. Upon closer inspection,

it was found that in fact the occurrences of c2 ∗ reliably contain the

action set [CV7:Off, CV1:On, CV14:On, FCV3:On], effectively com-

bining (c1, c2). 

The identified transition traces in the execution candidates are

visualised in Fig. 9 , based on the reduced automaton. Some traces

are incomplete since the succession of two start or end markers

respectively was corrected by limiting the sequence to a 45min

interval. The grouping reveals back-washing with air scouring as

the most frequent procedure execution and back-washing with wa-

ter as the second consistent trace. The time constraints shown in

Fig. 10 were based on the two most frequent traces, which were

considered the ground truth for the plant operation. To verify the
dentified traces the alignment of all sequences identified as back-

ashing with air scouring was determined. Fig. 8 shows the pair-

ise similarity scores and the respective sequence length, in terms

f number of events during the execution period. All scores are rel-

tively high at above 0.5 and the larger clusters show some corre-

ation to the sequence length. The common alignment of a random

ample of approximately 5% of sequences with the most frequent

race shown in Fig. 11 does not indicate any consistent deviations

rom the considered action sets. While the action sets are consis-

ent, the order of the specific events varies which is reflected by

he slight offset of the sequence start from time 0. The reported

et point changes of flow controllers FC3 and FC11 appear as addi-

ional information, which could not be anticipated from the proce-

ure documentation. 

. Conclusion 

The transitions between operational modes as described in the

rocedures of the operations manual can be used to define di-

gnostic automata and identify relevant transitions in alarm and

vents logs. While the actual execution should follow the opera-

ions manual, our case study revealed some significant deviations

llowing the consideration of a simplified automaton for the proce-

ure diagnosis. The plant documentation provides a reliable basis

or analysis, but due to operator habits or undocumented changes

o the plant operation the ground truth represented in daily oper-

tion can differ. This highlights the complementary nature of engi-

eering documentation and recorded operations data. 

The presented method for execution detection and the action

et based analysis of procedure executions enables the quick de-

ign of diagnostic automata validated by data from the specific

lant. Incorporating well documented operating procedures into

 diagnostic system allows more comprehensive support, for in-

tance by tracking the proper execution or considering operating

rocedures in a prognosis for developing faults. The proposed vali-

ation process can be a valuable tool to revise operation culture if

eviations from the designed procedures affect efficiency. In con-

inuation of the presented work we are investigating the on-line

daptation of the causal presentation for accurate on-line diagno-

is. 
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